
P�z� Prest� Men�
99 Battle Road, Hastings, United Kingdom

+441424430100

A comprehensive menu of Pizza Presto from Hastings covering all 18 meals and drinks can be found here on the
food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What Wanderingwonderings likes about Pizza Presto:
Order via phone. Ready to collect 20 minutes later. 2 huge pizzas for £12. Tasted great. Ready when they said

they would be. Cash on collection. I love you PIzza Presto! read more. The restaurant is accessible and can
therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities. What User doesn't like about Pizza Presto:
I have used this takeaway for years but they have recently stopped BOGOF with pizzas,and the choice of crust

and sauce on the base. Very disappointed and have lost a good ,longtime customer I'm afraid. read more. At
Pizza Presto in Hastings, flavorful barbecue is freshly prepared on an open flame and garnished with flavorful

sides, Don't miss the chance to enjoy the crispy and crunchy pizza, prepared fresh in an traditional way.
Additionally, you're in for original Italian cuisine inclusive of tasty classics like pizza and pasta, In the morning

they serve a varied breakfast here.
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Mai� course�
LASAGNA

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Chicke�
CHICKEN STRIPS

Sauce�
BBQ SAUCE

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI SAUCE

Imbis�
CURLY FRIES

Chicke� Wing�
WINGS

Topping�
TOPPINGS

Brea�
GARLIC BREAD

4 �s� 4 Way�
BASA

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

BREAD

Ingredient� Use�
PORK MEAT

ONION

CHEESE

CHICKEN

MEAT

GARLIC
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